12 Modules – One Weekend a Month
•

Class #1: Quantum Reality's Potential (QRP) - Understand the
Science as to why this advanced system of change works! Learn the
anatomy of the energy fields/dimensions. Embody your natural gifts
to sense, see, and assess subtle energy and connect to spirit guides.

•

Class #2-3: Anchor into Your Core Being - You are already
brilliant, yet a cloud can cover the metaphorical sun of your
wholeness. Come learn how to reconnect to your bigger essence,
universal energies, and the centered oneness of all.

•

5 Body-Centered Personality Types - Discover the Secret Code to
re-program the false self that's holding you back. Embody the 5 Steps,
Skills, & Spiritual Laws to power and positive manifestation. The
spiritual, compassionate, heart-centered, leader and excel personality
types will be explored in detail so you advance your ablity to track
your client and yourself at deeper levels.

•

Class #5: Develop the Higher Mind - From a new paradigm of
advanced awakening, discover how to heal child consciousness and
deep inner wounds. Identify and heal negative ego-based defenses,

beliefs, and unhealthy programming.

•

Class #6: Healing Attachment Disorders and Cultivating Healthy
Relationships with Self and Others - Learn 3 Skills of Adult
Consciousness that advance Secure Attachment Patterns. Also
discover the "5 Seeds of Distortion Around Love" and receive
integrative solutions for internal safety and trust.

•

Class #7: Transformation of Anger to Power - Learn to feel these
difficult emotions so they transform into healthy power, wisdom, and
manifestation!

•

Class #8: Trauma Protocol: Prevent Re-Wounding Self and
Clients - Innovative evidence-based techniques to prevent emotional
trauma from hurting you when you (or your client) heals. You also
learn to heal birth trauma, developmental trauma, and more.

•

Class #9: Healing Negative Family Lineage Patterns and Disempowered Archetypes - Learn your “biological consciousness
container” and its super power abilities to break negative archetype
and painful ancestral/lineage energies.

•

Class #10: Cancer, Illness, Grief, Death, and Dying - Life affirming
techniques to heal the root causes of auto-immune challenges and help
someone through the sacred process of dying.

•

Class #11: Sexual Healing - Work with sexual energies, heal sexual
trauma, and awaken your authentic power!

•

Class #12: Integration and Graduation - Create your unique style,
discover business strategies to develop a private practice, and attend a
powerful graduation ceremony where deeper healing and spiritual
awakening takes place.

